Microbes Facilitate Mineral Deposition in Bioelectrochemical Systems
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ABSTRACT: Hydrothermal chimneys are striking, characteristic features of marine hydrothermal vents. These chimneys are dynamic environments occupied by a diversity of microbes whose distribution is typically concordant with mineralogy and temperature. Recent studies indicate that these chimney assemblages are conductive and present the possibility that microbial extracellular electron transfer may occur through these minerals, linking spatially separated electron donors and acceptors. Here we explore the relationships among biology, mineralogy, and electric potential in hydrothermal systems using crushed hydrothermal chimney as inoculum in high (75 °C) and low (30 °C) temperature bioelectrical systems. All experiments with live microbial communities incubated in the presence of a poised electrode resulted in enhanced mineral deposition relative to (A) a live, open circuit (not poised) electrode, or (B) dead microbial communities in the presence of a poised electrode. Microbial abundance increased in both high- and low-temperature treatments, dominated by taxa allied to the Deferrabacterales on the high-temperature treatment electrode, and Chromatiales and Campylobacterales on the low-temperature treatment electrodes. Here we discuss the results of these experiments and consider the implications of these observations for the role that microorganisms may play in the formation of metal-rich hydrothermal chimneys.
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INTRODUCTION

Hydrothermal vent chimneys are conspicuous structures that are common around deep-sea hydrothermal vents. These features are combinations of minerals including pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite (metal sulfides), barite, and anhydrite (barium and calcium sulfate†), assembled in various grain sizes, pore spaces, and connectivities. Vent chimney “walls” exhibit strong redox gradients, as hot, reduced metal-rich fluid in the interior mixes with cold, oxygenated seawater, with the two fluids separated by actively forming porous mineral precipitates. Many metal sulfides are known semiconductors, and resistivities of seawater-immersed hydrothermal chimneys from diverse systems vary from 10−7 to 7 Ωm and trend with mineralogy, porosity, and likely mineral texture; broadly, Cu- and Fe-rich sulfides exhibit the lowest resistivities (highest conductivities).‡ Metal-like resistivities measured from the interior to the exterior of a chimney collected from Mariner, Lau Basin, are suggested to occur as a result of nanoparticulate inclusions or mineral doping to the host mineral. Two.

The microbial communities inhabiting these chimneys are diverse and have been observed to zone with mineralogy.‡,§ In active, high temperature chimneys, cells are most abundant toward the exterior (where temperatures are habitable) and can reach densities of >108 cells/g. § Broadly speaking, bacteria are more abundant in the cooler, exterior sections, whereas archaea are more prevalent in the warmer habitable zones. Zonation also occurs even when the systems are inactive. A biogeochemical reaction-transport model of a chimney indicates that microbial activity is likely to be highest in the hottest-habitable central regions and suggests that peak metabolic rates occur where the temperature is greater than 50 °C, often between one and two centimeters from the inner chimney wall. For example, in chimneys in Middle Valley, Juan de Fuca, the highest rates of microbial sulfate reduction have been measured at 90 °C, and different rates of sulfate reduction between sites were not easily explained by geochemistry or biomass. However, the relationships between temperature and microbial activity are complex and other factors (e.g., oxidant availability and organic carbon load in the bottom water as well as competition for space and resources) can influence the distribution of microbes and their rates of activity.©
In recent years, an increasing number of bacteria in a variety of environments have been characterized as capable of transferring electrons extracellularly through several mechanisms\textsuperscript{10,11} including soluble redox shuttles, direct contact with the electrode, and microbial “nanowires”. Extracellular electron transfer (EET) enables microbes to access electron donors or acceptors that they may be spatially separated from, or that may be insoluble. \textit{Shewanella oneidensis}, \textit{Geobacter sulfurreducens}, and \textit{Thermococula potens} are three of the best-studied exoelectrogens\textsuperscript{11} and are genetically and metabolically quite different, demonstrating that extracellular electron transfer occurs across phyla (γ- and δ-Proteobacteria; Firmicutes) and through diverse mechanisms. Bioelectrical systems have been used to study these taxa, through presenting an electrode as either an electron donor or acceptor, and mimicking the minerals that may be encountered in situ.

Although the external electron transferring capability of exoelectrogens has been suggested to be linked to mineral oxidation and reduction, and electrodes have been used to enrich for lithotrophs from marine environments,\textsuperscript{12} the processes of lithotrophy and EET with an electrode are different enough from one another that natural “geobatteries”\textsuperscript{23} have been proposed as a more direct analog to a laboratory electrode, as they present a more sustained source of current.\textsuperscript{11} In nature, sustained current flow has been measured in cold seep sediments,\textsuperscript{14,15} as well as hydrothermal vents.\textsuperscript{16} While some studies have considered the role of minerals in the zonation of hydrothermal vent microbes, the converse, the role of microbes in the mineral deposition and potential zonation of hydrothermal chimneys, has not been as thoroughly examined. For example, the role of electrical conductivity in the microbe—mineral zonation of hydrothermal chimneys has not been explored and whether biofilms enhance conductivity of chimneys is also unknown. To better understand the interplay between chimney mineralogy, electrical interactions, and vent microbial activity, we conducted a series of experiments in which we examined the nature and rate of mineral growth and deposition on poised and open-circuit electrodes (no imposed potential) in the presence of live and dead vent microbial communities. The poised electrodes are aimed at mimicking the electrical potentials observed during in situ measurements. Post-treatment, we conducted geochemical, mineralogical, and microbial phylogenetic analyses to examine differences among the treatments. Here we discuss these findings and their implications for the role of microbes in hydrothermal vent chimney deposition.

**Experimental Section**

**Equipment and Supplies Used for Bioelectrochemical Systems.** Our experiments were designed to assess microbe—mineral—electrochemical reactions relevant to hydrothermal vents. To assess the diversity of regimes occurring in these systems, we chose to test two temperatures (30 and 75 °C) and two potentials that could occur in the hydrothermal vent zone (195–218 mV vs Ag/AgCl (403–428 mV vs standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)), with a natural mineral/microbial assemblage. We set up three-electrode systems across a two-chambered borosilicate glass reactor using a graphite rod as the working electrode, a saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a graphite cloth and titanium wire counter electrode (SI Figure 1). The reactor was divided by a Nafion membrane purchased from the Fuel Cell Store (part no. 591239). The working electrode was a high-temperature conductive graphite rectangular cuboid (6 mm/ side × 50 mm length immersed in fluid (surface area 1.24 × 10\textsuperscript{3} m\textsuperscript{2}); McMaster Carr Inc. 1763T31) and was epoxied (WestMarine Inc.) into a butyl rubber stopper, which was used to seal the anoxic, working chamber of the reactor. An Ag/AgCl reference electrode filled with saturated KCl, a graphite cloth (AvCarb Materials), and titanium wire counter electrode constructed with 1 mm diameter titanium wire were threaded through a second rubber stopper and placed in the oxic counter chamber. Gamry Interface 1000 potentiostats were used to poised the electrodes at a fixed potential and log current as a function of time.

**Sample Collection and Preparation.** The inoculum used for both experiments was collected from Bio9, EPR 9°N (9°50'18.75" N, 104°17'29.03"W) in Nov 2014 by HOV Alvin, dive D4768, during cruise AT 26-23 on board the RV Atlantis. Samples were collected by breaking off a piece of high temperature chimney from an active black smoker using the Alvin manipulator. Upon recovery to the surface vessel, we noted that the chimney exhibited a typical gradient from copper—iron rich sulfides in the inner wall, through zinc and iron rich sulfides, and an anhydrite dominated outer wall (SI Figure 2). Recovered chimney samples were placed in anoxic seawater with ∼5 mM \( \sum \)H\textsubscript{2}S at pH ∼ 7 and stored in glass gastight jars (Mason Inc.) at 4 °C until experiments were begun. For the 30 °C experiment, approximately two months elapsed between the time of sample collection and the time of experiment; for the 75 °C experiment, approximately five months elapsed between collection and the start of the experiment.

Prior to the experiment, pieces of hydrothermal chimney were removed from the sulfidic seawater jar and crushed with a sterile mortar and pestle in an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratories Inc.). For the “live” treatments, a ∼ 3 mL scoop of hydrothermal chimney was introduced to the working cell in an anaerobic chamber. For the “control” treatments, which are intended to assess the abiotic processes in the system, the crushed chimney scoop was autoclaved for >30 min prior to being added to the reactors. After addition of the mineral slurry, the working chamber was closed, and within an hour of assembly was hooked up to its relevant potentiostat.

**Experimental Design.** Individual bioelectrochemical systems (or BESs) were operated at both 30 and 75 °C. The 30 °C temperature experiments were maintained in a 30 °C room, whereas the 75 °C experiment was immersed in a 5 L metal bead bath (Lab Armor). Two potentials, 195 and 218 mV, were tested at 30 °C (all potentials discussed here are vs. Ag/AgCl). These potentials were chosen to be similar to the midpoint potential of pyrite at pH values relevant at hydrothermal vents (between 5 and 6\textsuperscript{17}) and were chosen to be slightly different in order to acknowledge that potential values occurring in natural systems are not static. The temperatures represent two possible thermal regimes that are common at hydrothermal vents. After observing similar mineralogical results for both potentials at 30 °C (Results), we chose to solely test the 195 mV in the 75 °C experiments. At each potential, one BES was inoculated with chimney subsamples that were replete with living hydrothermal vent microbes, while the other BES was inoculated with chimney subsamples that had been killed by autoclaving. Each working cell was filled with anaerobic medium DSMZ 195C,\textsuperscript{18} which contained 21 mM Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, 1.5 mM KH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, 5.6 mM NH\textsubscript{4}Cl, 360 mM NaCl, 15.3 mM MgCl\textsubscript{2}, 6.7 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 47 mM NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, and 28 mM lactate. The volume of fluid in the reactors for all experiments was 160 mL.
Trace Mineral Supplement MD-TMS and Vitamin Stocks MD-VS, (both by ATCC Inc.) were added at concentrations of 1 mL per liter of medium. At the start of the experiment, the solution was brought to a concentration of 1.5 mM Fe, 40 μM Cu, 100 μM Zn, and 120 μM Mn, and 5 mM Na₂S to approximate the high metal and sulfide concentrations at hydrothermal vents. Additional sulfide was added every 3–8 days in all treatments to maintain the sulfide concentration at

Figure 1. Microbial community composition from 16S rRNA gene analysis. (A) Results of the 30 °C live experiments, at 34 days. (B) The 16S results of the 75 °C live experiments at 13 days. (C) The 16S results of the crushed sediments used as inoculum at the start of the both experiments. In panels B and C, “open” refers to experiments performed with no imposed potential.
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The counter chamber was filled with filter-sterilized seawater
and saturated with air via bubbling, resulting in oxygen
concentrations of ∼195 and ∼110 μM in the 30° and 75 °C
treatments, respectively. The pH of the medium prior to the
addition of sulfide was 6.9−7.1. At the end of the experiments,
pH values were ∼7.9−8. The treatments at 30 °C ran for 34
days and 75 °C experiments ran for 13 days and were stirred
continually over the course of the experiment.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD). Mineralogy of the chimney sulfide
 slurries, prior to and upon completion of the treatments, was
measured via XRD at the Harvard Department of Chemistry
and Chemical Biology X-ray Laboratory. Powdered chimney
 subsamples were dried under nitrogen then subjected to XRD
using a Bruker D8 Phaser with Cu kα radiation. Scans were
collected from S to 70° 2θ with an increment of 0.01 and 5 s
per step. Mineralological deposits on the electrode were assessed
at the end of the experiment using a Bruker D8 Discover using
a 2D detector in XRD 2 mode. XRD 2 scans were collected
from 10 to 100° 2θ. EVA D3 software was used to search for
phases and perform semi-quantitative analysis. The XRD
analysis prior to the start of the experiment was performed
on a sample that had not been autoclaved.

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS). SEM was performed using a
Zeiss SupraVP55 FE-SEM at the Harvard Center for Nanoscale
Systems. High-resolution imaging was performed at 5 kV using
an Everhart-Thornley detector. Elemental analysis performed at
20 kV using an EDAX detector. For analysis of mineral
morphology, samples were dried in a glovebox under nitrogen.
For analysis of microbial growth, samples were fixed with
glutaraldehyde (final concentration of 2.5%), ethanol
dehydrated, and critical point dried (CPD). All samples were coated
with 5 nm Pd/Pt prior to microscopy. EDAX Genesis was used
for elemental analysis.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM). Fluorescent
probes (Invitrogen Inc.) were used to label nucleic acids
(Sybr Green), peptidoglycan (wheat germ agglutinin Alexa
Fluor 555), and lipids (FM4-64) on the electrode. The
electrode piece was stained with the fluorescent probes for ∼30
min and rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (1× PBS). It was
then immersed in 1× PBS in a Nunc Lab-Tek II chambered
coverglass and imaged using an inverted confocal laser scanning
microscope (LSM 880, Zeiss) at the Harvard Center for
Biological Imaging. Z-stacks of images were acquired with a
100x oil immersion lens. The fluorescence signal was excited
using lasers (488 nm for nucleic acids and 561 nm for
peptidoglycan and lipids) and recorded sequentially in separate
channels. The reflection signal of the mineral surface (at 405
nm) was also recorded. Alexa Fluor 555 specifically targets the
residues of N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetyl muramic acid.
Only the poised electrode from the 75 °C trial was investigated
using CLSM.

X-ray Fluorescence (XRF). XRF of the electrodes was
performed at the Harvard Center for Nanoscale Systems using
a SPECTRO XEPOS XRF. Molybdenum was used as the
secondary target. Synthesized and natural pyrite, natural
chalcopyrite, natural sphalerite, and natural anhydrite were
used to calibrate elemental ratios and XRF results are presented
in terms of relative intensities based on normalizing the
absolute intensities to these calibrations.

16S rRNA Extraction, Sequencing, and Analysis. DNA
extractions were performed using MoBio PowerSoil DNA
isolation kit. The sample used to represent the inoculum (T =
0) was crushed chimney material frozen at −80 °C at the time
of inoculation for each experiment (called “start” in Figure 1, SI
Figure 3), the postinoculation material consisted of scrapings
from the electrode (represented as “elec” in Figure 1, SI
Figure 3), the fluid in the chamber at the end of the experiment
(“fluid” in Figure 1, SI Figure 3), and the mineral precipitate
remaining at the bottom of the chamber at the end of the
experiment (“sed” in Figure 1, SI Figure 3), collected at the end
of each experiment, 34 days for the 30 °C trials and 13 days for
the 75 °C trials. All were frozen at −80 °C immediately after
sampling until the time of extraction.

The extraction procedure is briefly described as follows:
Either crushed hydrothermal sulfide chimney, up to 1 mL of
fluid from the reactor, or scrapings from one face of the
working electrode was added to a PowerSoil bead-beating tube.
DNA was then extracted using a modified MoBio PowerSoil
extraction protocol.20 Where material was sufficient, duplicate
or triplicate extractions were performed and sequenced
separately (these are indicated in Figure 1 and SI Figure 3 by
sequential numbers). After extraction, DNA was sent to
Research and Testing Laboratories (RTLGenomics) for 16S
rRNA gene amplification using Earth Microbiome Project
(EMP) primers (universal bacteria/archaeal primers 515F/
806R). The amplified gene regions were then sequenced on
Illumina MiSeq to generate paired end 250bp reads.20
RTLGenomics also completed taxonomic identification,
including chimera checking using their standard protocol.
Briefly, merged sequences were clustered into OTUs using the
UPARSE algorithm21 and OTUs were identified with the
USEARCH algorithm using NCBI database as reference.
Chimera checking was performed using a de novo method in
UCHIME.

For further confidence in taxonomic identification, post-
QC sequences generated by RTL’s standard protocol were

Figure 2. XRF results from the experiments at 30 °C (A) and 75 °C (B) and showing that the live, poised electrodes in each experimental set exhibited more deposition than either live, open circuit, or dead poised. O.C. refers to experiments conducted with no imposed potential.
processed through QIIME pipeline v1.9.0.22 The merged reads were first screened for additional chimeras using Usearch6.13 which performs both de novo and reference-based detection. An additional 19 500 chimeras were detected and removed from further analysis. The nonchimeric sequences were then clustered into OTUs at 97% sequence similarity with open reference OTU picking method implementing Uclust algorithm23 and PyNast for alignment.22 The reference database used was the August 2013 release of Greengenes.24 For all samples, the taxonomy assigned by QIIME is discussed unless otherwise indicated. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling was performed using Mothur25 and was used to visualize beta diversity patterns in microbial community structure over spatial and temporal scales for the experiments (SI Figure 4).

RESULTS

Summary. In all experiments, treatments in which the inoculum was live and the electrode was poised resulted in the greatest metal sulfide deposition on the electrode, which was determined quantitatively through XRF with respect to iron, copper, and zinc (Figure 2) with minerals identified through XRD (Table 1). For all three experiments, phylogenetic community analyses revealed strong enrichment on the >97% Deferribacterales at 75 °C (these percentages are the proportion of 16 RNA gene fragments attributable to these taxa). SEM results confirm the mineral deposition in the live experiments and the presence of a biofilm on the electrode, although there was microbial enrichment (detailed in following section). Current production at 195 mV was inconsistent and the live trial had slightly higher current than the kill control, whereas at 218 mV the kill control exhibited a slightly higher current than the live trial (Figure 6a,b).

Microbial Community Composition at 30 °C. The library representing the microbial community from the sediments, which served as the inoculum at the start of the experiments, was dominated by Actinomycetales sp., Burkholderiales sp., Bacillales sp., and unclassified Bacteroidetes (three separate extractions; Figure 1c). At the end of the 30 °C live incubation with the electrode poised at 195 mV, the library representing the electrode community was instead heavily dominated (~95%) by Chromatiales sp., while the fluid community in that reactor postincubation consisted mainly of Pseudomonadales sp. (18%) and Sphaerochaetales sp. (63%). In contrast, the library representing the 30 °C electrode poised at 218 mV was heavily dominated (~97%) by Campylobacterales that RTL analysis suggests are allied to Sulfurospirillum sp (via

| Table 1. Major Parameters and Results for All Experimental Trials, Including Temperature, Live or Dead, Potential, Length of Experiment, Minerals Deposited on the Electrode, and Whether Cells or a Biofilm Were Observed on the Electrode |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| T (°C) | live or dead? | potential (mV) | no. of days | minerals on electrode | cells visible (SEM) | biofilm? |
| 30 | live | 195 | 34 | C, Py | yes | n |
| 30 | dead | 195 | 34 | C, S | n | n |
| 30 | live | 218 | 34 | C, Py, S, Sp | yes | n |
| 30 | dead | 218 | 34 | C, S | n | n |
| 30 | live | O.C. | 34 | C | n | n |
| 30 | dead | O.C. | 34 | C | n | n |
| 75 | live | 195 | 13 | Sp, Cp, Ma, Py | yes | y |
| 75 | dead | 195 | 13 | Sp, Cp, Ma | yes | y |
| 75 | live | O.C. | 13 | C | yes | n |
| 75 | dead | O.C. | 13 | C | yes | n |

O.C. refers to experiments that were conducted with no imposed potential. ∘C, MHCC, monohydrocalcite; Py, pyrite; S, elemental sulfur; Sp, sphalerite; Cp, chalcopyrite; Ma, marcasite. ∘Minerals that are suggested based on EDS elemental ratios and consistency with XRD in sediment results but not confirmed via XRD on electrode. For “C”, this indicates the mineralogy could be any CaCO3 species including MHCC.
the Krona pipeline;\textsuperscript{26} Figure 1a). The postincubation fluids from this reactor were also dominated by Campylobacterales (87%). The library from the open circuit electrode community was also dominated (89%) by \textit{Chromatiales sp}. postincubation, whereas those from open circuit sediment and fluid communities were predominantly \textit{Legionellales sp}. (88%) and \textit{Pseudomonadales sp}. (50%) and \textit{Lactobacillales sp}. (22%), respectively.

\textbf{Sediment and Solution Reactions in the 75 °C Treatment.} In the higher temperature experiment, XRD on sediments revealed the main change from the start of the experiment was the dissolution of gypsum (SI Figure 5). Although by the end of the experiment the relative abundance of minerals had changed, there was no evidence that new minerals were present.

The production of sulfide was observed in both the higher temperature “live” treatments, starting around day 8 of each experiment. The sulfide production persisted in the poised trial until the end of the experiment, while the sulfide in the unpoised trial returned to abiotic levels by the point of sampling on day nine.

\textbf{The 75 °C Experiment: Electrode Deposition.} The live high-temperature treatment with the poised electrode yielded the greatest abundance of metal sulfide deposition (as measured by XRF; Figure 2), including sphalerite, chalcopyrite, marcasite, and pyrite (Table 1). The “dead” treatment with the poised electrode had the second most abundant metal sulfide deposition though the total deposition was substantially less, \textasciitilde25\% of that observed on the live treatment, using iron as a proxy for total deposition (Figure 2). This was also readily observable via SEM, where the abundance of copper and iron containing sulfides was readily apparent, and XRD, which confirmed chalcopyrite, sphalerite marcasite, and pyrite on the electrode (Table 1). The open-circuit electrodes from the live

---

**Figure 3.** (A,B) Electron micrographs of the 30 °C live, poised electrode after critical point drying. (C,D) Same electrode dried under nitrogen and showing some metal sulfide deposition and abundant calcium carbonate deposition as measured via elemental ratios using EDS. In (A,B), the arrows denote the presence of cells.

**Figure 4.** (A–C) electron micrographs of the 75 °C live, poised electrode after critical point drying. (D) The same electrode dried under nitrogen and showing abundant metal sulfide deposition.
and dead treatments had even less mineral deposition, with the open-circuit electrode from the dead treatment exhibiting mostly calcium carbonate deposition (SI Figure 6), and the open-circuit electrode from the live treatment exhibiting the least deposition of all trials. No diffraction patterns (other than graphite) were observed on the two open circuit electrodes.

Current production in the poised, live experiment began around day five (data not shown until day eight due to a computer logging malfunction) and persisted at milliamp levels until the end of the experiment. Current in the poised, dead treatment remained around 50 microamps for the entirety of the experiment, with the exception of brief spikes during sulfide additions (Figure 6). When converted to current per surface area, the maximum current produced in the live experiment is \(~1100 \text{ mA/m}^2\); this is within the range previously reported for microbial fuel cells, which ranged from 44 to 6000 mA/m\(^2\).\(^{27}\)

**Electrode Biofilm and Microbial Community Composition at 75 °C.** The poised electrode from the live high-temperature treatment was coated with a substantial biofilm, several microns thick, and in certain locations extending off the surface of the electrode (Figure 4). Fluorescence microscopy of the biofilm demonstrated stain binding to lipids (fm464), DNA (syto9), and polysaccharides (wga555; Figure 5). Microbial morphologies observed to participate in the biofilm include spheres, rods and corkscrews. Although metal sulfides coat the surface of the electrode concomitant with the biofilm and are integrated throughout the biofilm, there is no obvious association or orientation of the cells toward the minerals as opposed to the graphite substrate. There also does not seem to be obvious pitting or tunneling into the minerals. The open circuit, live electrode exhibits several cells that are attached to the electrode surface individually; no biofilm was observed.

The library representing the electrode community in the 75 °C experiment was dominated by Deferribacterales (>97% of the reads returned) (Figure 1b). Deferrribacterales was also a major fraction within the fluid (43%) and sediment (41%) and
44% for two extractions) of those reactors. The fluid of the open circuit, live experiment at 75 °C was also enriched in Deferribacterales (94%), thought to be allied to *Deferribacter desulfuricans* (via QIIME and RTL analyses).

**DISCUSSION**

**Biological and Chemical Controls on Mineral−Mineral Adhesion.** Among all the experiments, the live treatments containing poised electrodes exhibited far more metal sulfide deposition than dead or open circuit systems. On the basis of morphology, size, and similarity to the minerals existing in the initial sediment inoculum, the metal sulfides attached to the electrode surface are most consistent with sorption of sulfide minerals that were added to the reactor, and came into contact with the electrode as the system stirred and not the result of de novo mineral growth in the reactors. That deposition was not observed in the live, open circuit treatments or the dead, poised treatments and the repetition of this observation twice at 30 °C and once at 75 °C (where different microbial communities were enriched) suggests that the result is based on the commonality of microbial activity and positive potential of these reactors. In addition, the preferential deposition of metal sulfides on the poised electrode surfaces, rather than the broad deposition of sulfates and other minerals that were most abundant in the reactor, indicates that metal sulfides are specifically influenced by the combined influences of the positive potential and the presence of active microorganisms associated with the electrode.

It has been demonstrated experimentally that the negatively charged bacterial surface can attract and concentrate positively charged metal ions. Heavy metal ions tend to sorb to cell surfaces, mineral surfaces, and glycoconjugate matrices, rather than iron oxide minerals when all are in solution. However, metal sulfides, including pyrite, sphalerite and chalcopyrite exhibit a pH_{IEP} below 3; in contrast to metal ions, they will be negatively charged in solution near circumneutral pH. This would seem to suggest the possibility of metal sulfide sorption to the electrode in the absence of bacterial activity. However, this is not apparent in these data.

Although the surface charge of pure, synthesized or natural metal sulfides should be negative at the pH values of the experiment, it has been demonstrated that solution characteristics, including organics and bacterial activity, can vary the pH_{IEP} of minerals. For greigite and pyrrhotite, it has been demonstrated that the addition of sulfide, humic acids, or a combination of the two changed the surface charge of these minerals from negative to positive at circumneutral pH. Similarly, the results in ref 32 showed an increase in the isoelectric point of chalcopyrite and pyrite after incubation with *Thiobacillus ferrooxidans*, potentially due to oxidation of the mineral surfaces, or bacterially generated organic material. *Deferribacter desulfuricans*, which is closely allied to the dominant species in the 75 °C experiment is a sulfur, nitrate, and arsenate reducing thermophile isolated from the Izu-Bonin Arc. SRB have been demonstrated to produce EPS with a variety of functional groups which have been suggested to mediate the morphology and mineralogy of carbonate minerals and have both calcium and iron binding capacity. It is not clear what the biological effect on carbonate minerals was in this study, although it seems that for the 30 °C system the live trials (both poised and open circuit) had more precipitation of calcium carbonate on the electrode (SI Figure 6), whereas the poised, kill systems had more in the sediments (SI Figure 5). In the 75 °C trial, XRF indicates the presence of some calcium on the electrode, however no calcium containing minerals were identified via XRD.

It is interesting that the increase in mineral−electrode attachment occurred in the presence of a lush biofilm as well as more modest microbial colonization, as it might be proposed that a biofilm should be responsible for more surface area and material to entrap minerals, and the biofilm represents an extensively chemically modified microenvironment compared...
to the rest of the reactor. One possible explanation could be if a specific microbial metabolite is responsible for the adhesion—polysaccharides make up only ~1–2% of the biofilm matrix and so could potentially contribute to adhesion even if present in small volumes. The fluorescence microscopy results (Figure 5) demonstrate that both lipids and polysaccharides are present on the electrode surface in the 75 °C trial. In addition, it is possible that a biofilm, or a greater number of cells, was present on the two 30 °C electrodes and was simply not observed on the section we used for microscopy. The community phylogenetic analyses from the electrode poised at 218 mV potentially supports this supposition, as the results from RTL found that the Campylobacteriales enriched at 218 mV may be allied to *Sulfurospirillum* spp., that can reduce elemental sulfur and potentially other compounds such as thiosulfate, nitrate, selenate, or arsenate and does not grow at oxygen concentrations above 4%, fitting the experimental conditions of the working reactor. Community phylogenetic analyses from the 30 °C electrode poised at 195 mV also support this assumption, as the order Chromatiales is comprised of purple sulfur bacteria. The enrichment of *Chromatiales* (sulfide oxidizing bacteria) and potentially *Sulfurospirillum* sp. (sulfur reducing bacteria) in the poised experiments at 30 °C, coupled with the presence of elemental sulfur on the electrodes (Table 1) and possible polysulfide formation (Results) is consistent with the idea that active sulfur cycling is occurring in the 30 °C reactors; this does not appear to be coupled to EET based upon the current results (Figure 6). The potentials of the poised reactors support spontaneous sulfide oxidation, and our addition of lactate as a carbon source may have inadvertently biased the enrichment toward sulfur reducers (medium DSMZ was developed for *Desulfovibrio* sp.). The enrichment of *Deferribacteres* in the 75 °C experiment is also in keeping with sulfur reduction as a metabolism. In the 75 °C poised experiment, the high current production in the live experiment relative to the kill control (Figure 6) suggests microbial use of the electrode as an electron sink. The *Deferribacteres* are also enriched in the high temperature open circuit experiment and in this case may be using elemental sulfur, rather than the electrode, as an electron acceptor. Although we did not observe elemental sulfur on the high-temperature electrodes (Table 1), as stated above, it could have formed via sulfide oxidation at our working potentials.

Although we observed differences in cell density on the electrodes between the poised and open circuit experiments, it is not clear that potential influenced beta diversity substantially as all high-temperature experiments are closely clustered via beta diversity analysis; SI Figure 4. The phenomenon of metal sulfide adhesion was only observed in the poised, live experiment (Figure 2) despite the enrichment of comparable microbial OTUs in both poised and open circuit experiments at 75°C, suggesting a role for electrostatic potential in addition to microbial enrichment. Finally, the difference in current produced (Figure 6) and microbial growth as visible by SEM and CLSM (Figures 3, 4, and 5) between the two temperature regimes (30 and 75 °C) is in keeping with previous finding of increased microbial activity at higher temperatures, specifically in terms of hydrothermal metabolisms. The presence of some archaeal species in the 75 °C reactor is also consistent with increased archaeal abundance toward the higher temperature chimney center.

**Implications for Natural Systems.** The electrochemical potential and current flow at hydrothermal vents will vary based upon the system chemistry, temperature, and the spatial location on the chimney where it is measured, as well as the mineral matrix through which electrons have been conducted at the point of measurement. In a previous study, a difference of 517 mV was measured between an artificially created 309 °C hydrothermal fluid and surrounding 4 °C seawater.

If hydrophobicity and zeta potential are taken to be the most important parameters influencing bacterial cell-mineral adhesion and the bacteria are capable of modifying these parameters on both their own surfaces and the mineral surfaces, these could be viable explanations for the metal sulfide-electrode deposition observed in these experiments. In addition to changing the isoelectric point of the mineral, it was observed that *T. ferrooxidans* grown in the presence of minerals were more hydrophobic than those grown in the presence of iron ions and suggested that a new proteinaceous surface component was responsible for the change. However, the extension from BES reactor to hydrothermal chimney is not straightforward, even though the general fluid chemistry of the hydrothermal vent chimney environment was approximated in this experiment. In the vent zone, pH, Eh, and often ionic strength will change as a result of variations in fluid flow, which is in contrast to conditions in the BES where changes in these parameters was gradual over the course of the experiment (SI Figure 7). Fluid flow characteristics also influence bacterial attachment and biofilm formation, for example, changing the thickness of the biofilm. In addition, in the hydrothermal chimney environment the utility of electrostatic sorption interactions may be limited by the changes in pH. If carboxyl and phospholyl functional groups are considered the most important for microbial–mineral adhesion, a pH change between 4.5 and 5.5, conceivable for the chimney, would cover the pKs of both groups. If the mineral sorption is only electrostatic, then a pH change should result in desorption unless accompanied by physical entrainment; if it does not, this is in keeping with the irreversibility of bacterial attachment. Physical entrainment within the biofilm was sometimes visible for small sulfide minerals within the biofilm formed at 75 °C (Figure 4); in the low temperature experiments (30 °C), no biofilm was identified so no physical entrainment, nor spatial association between cells and minerals, was observed (Figure 3).

In considering the role of microbes in the development of vent chimneys, any influence of cell–mineral adhesion on the mineral attachment to other minerals (and therefore the chimney morphology) would occur later in chimney growth, as the initial structures are primarily composed of anhydrite (which forms at a minimum of 150°C) and fluid temperatures are well above those known to support life (121°C). As a result, microbial influence is limited to later stages of mineral deposition, subsequent to microbial colonization.

**CONCLUSION**

The present study demonstrates not just the adhesion of bacteria to minerals as previously described but also the adhesion of one mineral to another, conductive graphite to semiconductive metal sulfides, through the influence of bacteria in the presence of an applied electric potential. As electric potentials are common across natural environments, including hydrothermal vents, this result implies that parallel processes may be occurring in the natural environment. Despite the dominance of high temperature mineral forming reactions in these systems, this work demonstrates that microbes may have
a role in assembling natural mineral composites, such as hydrothermal vent chimneys, through mineral entainment and adhesion, and extend the possibility that previously unconsidered biological processes influence otherwise abiotic mineral structures.
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